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score


96

PASS
Zokyo’s Security Team has concluded 
that this smart contract passes 
security qualifications to be listed on 
digital asset exchanges.
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Seedify Smart Contract Audit

This document outlines the overall security of the Seedify smart contracts, evaluated by 
Zokyo's Blockchain Security team.

Technical Summary

The scope of this audit was to analyze and document the Seedify smart contract codebase for 
quality, security, and correctness.

There were some critical and medium issues found during the audit.

Contract Status

low Risk

Testable Code

The testable code is 98.37%, which corresponds to the industry standard of 95%.

It should be noted that this audit is not an endorsement of the reliability or effectiveness of 
the contract, rather limited to an assessment of the logic and implementation. In order to 
ensure a security of the contract we at Zokyo recommend that the Seedify team put in place a 
bug bounty program to encourage further and active analysis of the smart contract.
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Within the scope of this audit Zokyo auditors have reviewed the following contract(s):

 Locking.so
 LockedFarming.sol

The  Seedify smart contract’s source code was taken from the archives provided by the Seedify 
team: 
SHA256 (initial): 
022153E7CFD5D78E3E7D954C3FE6923272A9BB8AB193CFFE07A84EEFD906BA03

SHA256 (post-audit): commit hash - e71fd388f041a46dd18bcfdf34be6ca563c58b79

Auditing Strategy and Techniques Applied

. . .

Zokyo’s Security Team has followed best practices and industry-standard techniques to verify 
the implementation of Seedify smart contracts. To do so, the code is reviewed line-by-line by 
our smart contract developers, documenting any issues as they are discovered. Part of this 
work includes writing a unit test suite. In summary, our strategies consist largely of manual 
collaboration between multiple team members at each stage of the review:

1
Due diligence in assessing the overall 
code quality of the codebase.

2
Cross-comparison with other, similar 
smart contracts by industry leaders.

3
Testing contract logic against common 
and uncommon attack vectors.

4
Thorough, manual review of the 
codebase, line-by-line.

Throughout the review process, care was taken to ensure that the contract:

Implements and adheres to existing standards appropriately and effectively;
Documentation and code comments match logic and behavior;
Follows best practices in efficient use of resources, without unnecessary waste;
Uses methods safe from reentrance attacks;
Is not affected by the latest vulnerabilities;
Whether the code meets best practices in code readability, etc.
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. . .

There were several critical and medium issues discovered during audit, they relate to the 
following:

 Incorrect reward calculatio
 Code is not corresponding comment
 Misunderstanding number used.



After recommendations by Zokyo auditors, almost all issues that influence security and 
efficiency were fixed by Seedify team. 

EXECUTIVE Summary
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The issue has minimal impact on the 
contract’s ability to operate.

Low

The issue has no impact on the contract’s 
ability to operate.

Informational

The issue affects the ability of the contract 
to compile or operate in a significant way.

High

The issue affects the ability of the contract 
to operate in a way that doesn’t significantly 
hinder its behavior.

Medium

The issue affects the contract in such a way 
that funds may be lost, allocated incorrectly, 
or otherwise result in a significant loss.

Critical

For ease of navigation, sections are arranged from most critical to least critical. Issues are 
tagged “Resolved” or “Unresolved” depending on whether they have been fixed or addressed. 
Issues tagged “Verified” contain unclear or suspicious functionality that either needs 
explanation from the Customer’s side or it is an issue that the Customer disregards as an 
issue. Furthermore, the severity of each issue is written as assessed by the risk of exploitation 
or other unexpected or otherwise unsafe behavior:

Structure and Organization of Document

. . .
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Common

Complete Analysis

. . .

low

Old Solidity version



Contracts are using Solidity 0.5.16 version. It is recommended to use the actual version which 
is 0.8.9.

Recommendation:
Update contracts’ version.


low

Unnecessary usage of SafeMath library.



Starting from Solidity version 0.8.0 there is no need of using SafeMath, since Solidity has a 
built- in check for overflow/underflow.

Recommendation:
Replace SafeMath function with Solidity operators(+, -, *, /).

low

Useless modifier



Locking.sol, Line 527 + LockedFarming.sol, Line 729. _realAddress modifier.

Modifier checks that the sender is not a zero address. Since it is impossible to send a 
transaction from zero address, this modifier will never revert a transaction.

Recommendation:
Remove modifier.
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. . .
informational

Function does not return values in every scenario.



Locking.sol, Line 307 + LockedFarming.sol, Line 436. Function userDeposits returns values 
only in case ‘from’ variable has stakes. This can lead to misunderstandings.

Recommendation:
Return zeroes in case the user doesn’t have any stakes



critical

Incorrect reward calculation.



Function _calculate() is supposed to collect the user's earned reward during each round with 
its particular rate during the user's lock period. However, it will return interest only for the last 
round, since variable interest is assigned with new value each iteration of the cycle. Thus, the 
user loses a significant part of his reward.

Recommendation:
Consider using a temporary variable for the result of calculation in lines 485 and 498 and add 
this variable to amount and interest. Thus, interest will contain all the reward, user is 
supposed to collect. Example of fix:

. . .
Locking.sol
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critical

From the Client: 



Since the interests generated for the previous periods are added to the amount, we return the 
interest earned on the updated amount each period. It all depends on the incremental gap 
between these interest rates that the contract is updated to. So we can assure that these 
interest rate changes will be minimum and well be calculated before updating.

Post Audit: 
Client assured that he is aware of this logic. Client also assured that all the updates, connected 
with interest rate changes will be well calculated before changing.

. . .
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. . .

low

Useless modifier.



Line 532, _hasAllowance modifier.

There is no need to check the contract's allowance, since safeTransfer always reverts in case 
allowance is not enough.

Recommendation:
Remove modifier.

low

Confusing code.



In line 486, 10000 is used as a constant in the expression, which can lead to misunderstanding 
the code.

Recommendation:
Use storage constant instead.

MEDIUM

Code is not corresponding comments.



In Line 264 is said, that lockduration_ variable is passed as amounts of days and assigned to 
storage variable lockDuration, however in lines 357, 375 lockDuration is multiplied by 3600(1 
hour), which means that lockDuration represents amounts of hours.

Recommendation:
Either correct the comments in case lockduration_  represents amount of hours, or change 
3600 to 1 days.
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INFORMATIONAL

Unreachable code and unnecessary return of bool value.



Function addReward, Line 294 contains return statement, which is never reached, since 
function _payMe() always either returns true or reverts. Also, there is no need for the function 
addReward to return bool, since this function can return only true.

Recommendation:
remove returns(bool) and return statements in function. Also remove the if statement on line 
293 and just call function _payMe instead.

informational

Repeated code.



Lines 394-399, 428-433. Code contains duplicate logic.

Recommendation:
Move duplicate code to modifier and use it instead.

. . .
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INFORMATIONAL

Unnecessary require statement and return of bool value.



Line 350,  Function _stake() contains unnecessary require statement, since _payMe() always 
either returns true or reverts. Also, there is no need in returning bool in function _stake and 
stake(), since they can only return true

Recommendation:
Remove unnecessary ‘require’ statement and return of bool value.

informational

Unnecessary reading from storage.



Function _calculate(), lines 470-472, 477. 

Function _stake(), lines 365, 368, 370.

Function withdraw(), lines 396, 399.

Function _withdraw(), lines 404, 405, 406.

Multiple reads of values from mapping deposits.

Recommendation:
consider creating a memory pointer to struct Deposits in every function and use it instead in 
order to reduce gas spendings.

. . .
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INFORMATIONAL

Unnecessary require statement and return of bool value.



Line 416, function _withdraw(). This statement will never fail, since _payDirect() can only either 
return true or revert. Returning of bool in function _withdraw() and withdraw() is unnecessary 
since they can only return true.

Line 446, function _emergencyWithdraw(). This ‘require’ also never reverts. Functions 
_emergencyWithdraw() and emergencyWithdraw() can only return true.

Recommendation:
Remove unnecessary ‘if’ and ‘require’ statements and return of bool value.

INFORMATIONAL

Unnecessary returning of bool.



Functions _payMe(), _payTo(), _payDirect() don’t need to return bool, since they can only either 
return true or revert.

Recommendation:
Remove returning of bool.

informational

‘Require’ statement never reverts.



Line 399, function withdraw(). require(!deposits[msg.sender].paid, "Already paid out") never 
reverts, since it is cut off by 2 previous ‘require’ statements. This happens, because user is 
unable to have a stake, which is not paid.

Recommendation:
Remove unnecessary ‘if’ and ‘require’ statement.

. . .
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low

Useless modifier.



Line 732. Modifier _hasAllowance. This modifier check contract’s allowance and that passed 
token address is equal to storage variables tokenAddress or rewardTokenAddress, however 
there is no need to check kthe contract's allowance, since safeTransfer always reverts in case 
allowance is not enough. Also, in every call of this modifier, the storage variables 
tokenAddress and rewardTokenAddress are passed, which means that this check will never 
revert.

Recommendation:
Remove modifier.

medium

Misunderstanding number used.



Line 618. lockDuration is multiplied by 1200, which can lead to misunderstanding of the code. 
lockDuration is set in function resetAndsetStartEndBlock, line 305, without specifying which 
time interval it represents.

Recommendation:
Use storage constant instead of 1200. Also specify, which time interval does lockDuration 
represent(i.g. 1 day, 1 hour).

. . .
LockedFarming.sol
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informational

Commented code.



Lines 257-261, 275.

Recommendation:
Remove commented code.

informational

Repeatable code



Lines 493, 522, 546. "require(!isPaused, "Contract is paused");"

Recommendation:
Replace repeatable code with modifier.

informational

Repeated code.



Function _stake contains repeated code in if else statement. Lines 398, 399, 402, 403 and lines 
429-432 repeat in ‘if’ block and ‘else’ block.

Recommendation:
Move repeated code aside from if else statement.

. . .
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informational

Unreachable code.



The following code cannot be reached:

Lines: 260, 395, 649; 300; 377; 380; 455, 539, 599; 623; 629.

_payMe(), addReward(), _renew(), _claimRewards(), _payDirect(), claimRewards(), 
claimOldRewards() functions always return "true" or revert, "false" will not be returned.



Lines: 688, 703.

In the code, the _payDirect() function and _hasAllowance() modifier are called with an explicitly 
specified addresses. There are no third-party addresses.



Line 245.

Before the setStartEnd() function, the addReward() function is executed, where on line 258 the 
value of the totalReward variable is assigned, and the _rewardAmount variable is greater than 
zero.



Line 434.



If the user has staked and the deposit period is equal to the current period (renewed), then 
the user cannot have a zero deposit amount.



Line 556.

This check already exists in the fetchUserShare() function on line 545, and the _calculate() 
function is called only in the calculate() function, so the check is not reached in any case.


. . .
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. . .

PassAccess Management Hierarchy Pass

PassArithmetic Over/Under Flows Pass

LockedFarming.solLocking.sol

PassPassDefault Public Visibility

PassPassEntropy Illusion (Lack of 
Randomness)

PassPassRace Conditions / Front 
Running

PassPassShort Address/ Parameter Attack

PassPassUninitialized Storage Pointers

PassPassTx.Origin Authentication

PassPassPool Asset Security 

PassPassRe-entrancy

PassPassDelegatecall Unexpected Ether 

PassPassHidden Malicious Code

PassPassExternal Contract Referencing

PassPassUnchecked CALL Return Values

PassPassGeneral Denial Of Service (DOS)

PassPassFloating Points and Precision

PassPassSignatures Replay
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Contract: Locking.sol
Requires of the deployment
✓ Can't deploy if the token address is zero
✓ Can't deploy if the interest rate is zero 
Requires of the setting of a rate and lock duration
✓ Can't set a rate and lock duration if an interest rate is zero
✓ Can't set a rate and lock duration if a lock duration is zero
Changing staking's status
✓ Owner can change staking's status to pause
Staking
✓ Can't stake after the lock time before a withdrawal
✓ Can't stake when the staking is paused
✓ User's staking data is empty if this user has not staked
Requires of the withdrawal
✓ Can't withdraw with rewards if there is not enough rewards
Emergency withdrawal
✓ Can emergency withdraw
✓ Can't emergency withdraw if there is no stake of this user
✓ Can't emergency withdraw before lock time
Calculating the rewards based on the user staked amount
✓ Everybody can calculate the rewards
✓  There is no reward if there is no stake
✓ The reward is calculated based on all the rates added before the lock period
✓ The calculated reward does not change if a new rate is added after the lock period

As part of our work assisting Seedify in verifying the correctness of their contract code, our 
team was responsible for writing integration tests using Truffle testing framework. 

Tests were based on the functionality of the code, as well as review of the Seedify contract 
requirements for details about issuance amounts and how the system handles these.

Tests written by Zokyo Secured team

Code Coverage and Test Results for all files

. . .
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Contract: LockedFarming.sol
Requires of the deployment
✓ It is not allowed to deploy if the token address is zero
✓ It is not allowed to deploy if the reward token address is zero
Setting farming's parameters
✓ Owner can set parameters of the first period
✓ Owner can not set parameters if the current block more than the start block
✓ Owner can not set parameters if the start block more than the end block
✓ Owner can not set parameters if the reward is zero
✓ Owner can not set parameters if the previous period does not end
After setting the first period
 Extension of the period
✓ Owner can extend the period
✓ Owner can not extend the period if the starting block less than the current block
✓ Owner can not extend the period if the rewards is zero
 Staking
✓ Can stake
✓ Can claim rewards when stakes twice
✓ Can not stake if the current block more than the end block
✓ Can not stake if the amount is zero
After a user staking
 Calculation of the reward
✓ Can calculate the reward
✓ Gets zero when the current block equals the last reward block
 Fetching a user share
✓ Can fetch the share
 Claiming
✓ Can claim
 Withdrawal
✓ Can withdraw
✓ Can withdraw if zero reward due to too little staking
✓ Can not withdraw if period is not over
✓ Can not withdraw if the amount is greater than user's deposit
✓ Can emergency withdraw
✓ Can not emergency withdraw if period is not over
✓ Can not emergency withdraw unless staked
After a setting of the second period
✓ Can get old rewards when withdraws
✓ Gets zero when calculates rewards before renewing
✓ Gets zero when fetches the share before renewing
✓ Can not fetch the share before renewing
✓ Can not fetch the share if does not stake

. . .
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. . .
Viewing old rewards
✓ Can view old rewards
✓ Can not view old rewards unless staked
✓ Gets zero when views old rewards if the latest claim block equals period's ending block
Claiming old rewards
✓ Can claim old rewards
✓ Can not claim old rewards if already renewed
✓ Can not claim old rewards if already claimed old rewards
Renewing
✓ Can renew stake
✓ Can not renew unless staked
✓ Can not renew if already renewed
✓ Can not renew if period has not started
✓ Can "renew" when stakes
✓ Can renew if zero old rewards
When contract is on pause
✓ Can not renew
✓ Can not claim old rewards
✓ Can not view old rewards
✓ Can not stake

 62 passing
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. . .

Locking.sol 90.4897.87 100.00 97.96

LockedFarming.sol 98.58 81.94 100.00 98.59

MODULE % BRANCH% STMTS % FUNCS % LINES

All files 83.8798.37 100.00 98.39



We are grateful to have been given the opportunity to work 
with the Seedify.



The statements made in this document should not be 
interpreted as investment or legal advice, nor should its 
authors be held accountable for decisions made based on 
them.



Zokyo's Security Team recommends that the Seedify put in 
place a bug bounty program to encourage further analysis of 
the smart contract by third parties.


